
Elementary Digital Learning Day Grade-Level Projects Notes

Winter 2023

Kindergarten

Topic: Community Helpers Work/Motion

Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KyDMWWH4B1GqWs-ijqVRpdv98c9IUK_7ce4bqU6Lyyg/edit?usp=sharing

Content Standard Notes
Science SKP2. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to compare and

describe different types of motion.
a. Plan and carry out an investigation to determine the relationship between
an object’s physical attributes and its resulting motion (straight, circular, back
and forth, fast and slow, and motionless) when a force is applied. (Examples
could include toss, drop, push, and pull.)
b. Construct an argument as to the best way to move an object based on its
physical attributes.

Students will explore force and motion.  Explain the
vocabulary- materials
If students decide to make their signals, consider allowing
them to share with the class.

SS SSKE1 Describe the work that people do such as: police officer, fire fighter, soldier,
mail carrier, farmer, doctor, teacher, etc.

Students will briefly explore SSKE2 (explain that people earn
income by working).

Math MGSEK.CC.2. Count forward beginning from a given number within the known
sequence (instead of having to begin at 1).
MGSEK.CC.3. Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects with a
written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count of no objects).

Students will practice counting forward from a certain
numbers and writing their numbers 1-20.

ELA ELAGSEKW3: Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single
event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they
occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.

Students will draw a picture and write about what they want
to be when they grow up.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KyDMWWH4B1GqWs-ijqVRpdv98c9IUK_7ce4bqU6Lyyg/edit?usp=sharing


First Grade

Topic: Lewis, Clark, and Sacagawea/Light and Sound

Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JmWUFbuz4VrycIhUNU8swT7ccFOGf8Px3vUcvFvmwkY/edit?usp=sharing

Content Standard Notes
Science S1P1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to investigate light and

sound.
e. Design a signal that can serve as an emergency alert using light and/or sound
to communicate over a distance.

Students will make a plan to design an emergency alert using
common household materials.

SS SS1H1 Read about and describe the life of historical figures in American history.
a. Identify the contributions made by these figures: Benjamin Franklin
(inventor/author/ statesman), Thomas Jefferson (Declaration of Independence),
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark with Sacagawea (exploration), Theodore
Roosevelt (National Parks and the environment), George Washington Carver
(science), and Ruby Bridges (civil rights).

These activities will focus only on Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark with Sacagawea in the area of exploration.

Math MGSE1.OA.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems
involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and
comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using objects, drawings, and
equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
MGSE1.OA.6 Add and subtract within 20. a. Use strategies such as counting on;
making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a number leading
to a ten (e.g., 13 – 4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using the relationship between
addition and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 4);
and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating
the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13). b. Fluently add and subtract
within 10.

Students should be knowledgeable of using the strategies in the
listed standards to ensure they are able to solve the word
problems provided.

ELA ELAGSE1W3: Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately
sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal
words to signal event order, and provide some sense of closure.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JmWUFbuz4VrycIhUNU8swT7ccFOGf8Px3vUcvFvmwkY/edit?usp=sharing


Second Grade

Topic: Creek and Cherokee Resources/Properties of Matter

Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n7hn30G2xBwp4RasDubS-YfHPXnzZwnXxXkmp44dQqQ/edit?usp=share_link

Content Standard Notes
Science S2P1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information about the properties of matter

and changes that occur in objects.

Students will need the ‘Matter All Around Sheet”.  Review
parts of a friendly letter (date, heading, greeting, body,
and closing).

SS SS2G2 Describe the cultural and geographic systems associated with the historical
figures in SS2H1 and Georgia’s Creek and Cherokee in SS2H2.
b. Describe how each historic figure and the Creek and Cherokee adapted to and were
influenced by their environments.

Students will need the Resources in the Environment
sheet.

Math MGSE2.MD.1 Measure the length of an object by selecting and using appropriate tools
such as rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, and measuring tapes.
MGSE2.MD.3 Estimate lengths using units of inches, feet, centimeters, and meters.

Students will need the copy of the printed ruler to solve
the math into action. They should have previous practice
working with a ruler.

ELA ELAGSE2W8: Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided
sources to answer a question.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n7hn30G2xBwp4RasDubS-YfHPXnzZwnXxXkmp44dQqQ/edit?usp=share_link


Third Grade

Topic: Explorers: Hudson River/Changes to the local environment

Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VWYAPElvqwMD2ROJ5H6lubvzsh6k6bzTk6u0_EuXG6k/edit?usp=share_link

Content

Standard Notes

Science S2P1. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information about the properties of
matter and changes that occur in objects.
c. Make observations of the local environment to construct an explanation of
how water and/or wind have made changes to soil and/or rocks over time.

Students will make a claim as to how they think the
changes to the client’s yard occurred. They will also make a
claim (supported by evidence) to support their claim.
Review the terms claim and evidence, if needed.

SS SS3G1 SS3G1 Locate major topographical features on a physical map of the
United States.
a. Locate major rivers of the United States of America: Mississippi, Ohio, Rio
Grande, Colorado, Hudson, and St. Lawrence.

Students will need the Rivers sheet to respond.

Math MGSE3.NBT.1 Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the
nearest 10 or 100.

Students should be familiar with rounding to the nearest
10 or 100. They should be exposed to opportunities to
practice rounding in word problems.

ELA ELAGSE3W3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or
events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event
sequences. a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters;
organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally. b. Use dialogue and
descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and
events or show the response of characters to situations. c. Use temporal
words and phrases to signal event order. d. Provide a sense of closure.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VWYAPElvqwMD2ROJ5H6lubvzsh6k6bzTk6u0_EuXG6k/edit?usp=share_link


Fourth Grade

Topic: Geography and Battles (Am. Rev.)/Simple Machines

Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ixnJP2bY_7RgFQhZWy7jWYoLo0x3c1dMEcIj-VzBOkY/edit?usp=share_link

Content Standard Notes
Science S4P3. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information about the relationship between

balanced and unbalanced forces.

c. Ask questions to identify and explain the uses of simple machines (lever, pulley, wedge,

inclined plane, wheel and axle, and screw) and how forces are changed when simple

machines are used to complete tasks.

Flipbooks will need to be made at school prior to
students receiving the projects. A simple “how to”
video can be viewed here.

SS SS4H1 Explain the causes, events, and results of the American Revolution.
c. Describe the major events of the American Revolution and explain the factors leading to
American victory and British defeat; include the Battles of Lexington and Concord, Saratoga,
and Yorktown.

This activity focuses on some of the major battles of
the American Revolution and the impact of
geography.

Math MGSE4.NF.3 Understand a fraction 𝑎 𝑏 with a numerator >1 as a sum of unit fractions 1 𝑏 .
c. Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators, e.g., by replacing each mixed
number with an equivalent fraction, and/or by using properties of operations and the
relationship between addition and subtraction.
d. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same
whole and having like denominators.

Students should have an understanding of factions,
numerator, and denominator. They should have prior
experience adding and subtracting fractions with
models and number lines.

ELA ELAGSE4W3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using
effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences. a. Orient the reader by
establishing a situation and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event
sequence that unfolds naturally. b. Use dialogue and description to develop experiences and
events or show the responses of charactersto situations. c. Use a variety of transitional
words and phrasesto manage the sequence of events. d. Use concrete words and phrases
and sensory detailsto convey experiences and events precisely. e. Provide a conclusion that
follows from the narrated experiences or events.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ixnJP2bY_7RgFQhZWy7jWYoLo0x3c1dMEcIj-VzBOkY/edit?usp=share_link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7UZ6Iv8b_Y


Fifth Grade

Topic: Electric Circuits
Digital Learning Day Project

Learning Extension Resources

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qMRq7JiROBtSOCoMBkEkEDE9Mc-0lhtEV8OnlFfjzhs/edit?usp=share_link

Content Standard Notes
Science S5P2. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to investigate electricity.

b. Design a complete, simple electric circuit, and explain all necessary components.

Explain vocabulary- Invention, Function, Components,
Problem, and Solution

SS SS5H1 Describe how life changed in America at the turn of the century.
b. Describe the impact on American life of the Wright brothers (flight), George
Washington Carver (science), Alexander Graham Bell (communication), and Thomas
Edison (electricity).

Students should have knowledge of the historical
figures in SS5H1b including their accomplishments and
impact.

Math MGSE5.NBT.3 Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths. b. Compare two
decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and
< symbols to record the results of comparisons.
MGSE5.NBT.7 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using
concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of
operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.

Students should have an understanding off decimal
place value. They should be able represent decimals
with base ten models and number lines.
Students can use grid paper to help solve problems.

ELA ELAGSE5W3: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or
events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event
sequences. a. Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a
narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.
b. Use narrative techniques,such as dialogue, description, and pacing, to
develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters to
situations. c. Use a variety of transitional words, phrases, and clauses to
manage the sequence of events. d. Use concrete words and phrases and
sensory details to convey experiences and events precisely. e. Provide a
conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qMRq7JiROBtSOCoMBkEkEDE9Mc-0lhtEV8OnlFfjzhs/edit?usp=share_link

